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Responsive predicates  
(Lahiri 2002): 

embed both declarative 

AND interrogative clauses


I know that she did it. 
I know who did it. 
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          V is veridical w.r.t. Q iff V is veridical w.r.t. P 


Evidence in favor: 

          Steinert-Threlkeld (2020) showed that 

          verbs which satisfy VU are easier to learn than those 

          that do not
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        Turkish bil

        Tagalog magtaka
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PQE judgement is difficult (due to complementizer):

       modliť sa (pray)

       navrhnúť (propose)


Certain predicates need further words to be responsive:

       myslieť (think)


Issues with presuppositions:

       mať obavy (be worried) 

Performative vs. backwards-looking force:

       rozhodnúť sa (decide)  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Over to you now… Can you think of any responsive 
predicates in a language you know which seem to violate 
P-to-Q?


Thank you!
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